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1 INTRODUCTION
Open-source software has integrated itself into our daily lives,
impacting 78% of US companies in 2015 [11]. Past studies of open-
source community dynamics have found motivations behind con-
tributions [3, 14, 18, 19] and the significance of community engage-
ment [8, 17], but there are still many aspects not well understood.
There’s a direct correlation between the success of an open-source
project and the social interactions within its community [7, 9, 17].
Most projects depend on a small group. A study by Avelino et al. [4]
on the 133 most popular GitHub projects found that 86% will fail
if one or two of its core contributors leave. To sustain open-source,
we need to better understand how contributors interact, what infor-
mation is shared, and what concerns practitioners have. We study
common topics, how these have changed over time (2011 - 2021),
and what social issues have appeared within open-source commu-
nities. Our research is guided by the following questions: (1) How is
open-source changing/evolving? (2) What changes do practitioners
believe are necessary for open-source to be sustainable?

Previous studies regarding open-source software communities
involve analyses of conference papers [17, 20, 21], mailing lists [13],
GitHub issue threads [2, 22], and surveys and interviews with con-
tributors [4, 6, 15]. These studies were limited to a smaller sample
or just one case study. They found that people most commonly talk
about implementation problems and project comprehension. All
these studies focus on aspects that serve a specific purpose (e.g.,
new applications, issues) and are limited to communication within
the community, or what’s shared with the public.

We expand on previous research by performing a grey literature
analysis [12] on open-source software conference talks. Grey liter-
ature provides publicly-available first-hand accounts of events and
captures what and how communities functioned at the time. These
talks haven’t been modified. They provide valuable insight into the
mindset of the practitioner at the time of recording. Many talks
have been recorded and uploaded to YouTube since 2011 (with over
500 open-source software talks in 2011 and 11,000 talks in 2020).
We curated a dataset containing 24,669 talks from 87 conferences.
We included all conferences related to open-source software by
searching through the most popular results on Google and online
databases. These conference talks range from how communities
function and issues that need to be addressed to technical project
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Figure 1: Probability of OSS topics over time (2011-2020)

updates and new ideas that should be pursued. The variety in talks
and conferences creates a representative dataset of open-source
software communities as a whole.

We use this dataset to find nine topics in open-source software
shown in Figure 1, with the most significant finding being the
increase of talks regarding community interactions. We then qual-
itatively analyze talks specifically related to contributors leaving
open-source communities. These speakers often share advice re-
garding how to improve their project or community and their hopes
for what direction open-source should take in the future. Our re-
sults provide a dataset that can be further analyzed to understand
different aspects in open-source communities, how open-source is
changing, and how to prevent current contributors from leaving.

2 METHODOLOGY
We collect conference talks that are representative of open-source
software and include the necessary information (conference ti-
tle, date, and video transcript) for further analysis. We create a
systematic approach to curate our dataset of 24,669 conference
talks to ensure our work can be replicated and includes all rel-
evant talks despite the variety in conference sizes, availability
on YouTube, and differing conference types (e.g., purely techni-
cal, social focus, project-specific). This dataset is saved at: http:
//github.com/KimberlyTruong/Open-Source-Conferences.

We use our dataset to identify ways to improve open-source
communities and prevent contributors from leaving by understand-
ing community interactions and listening to the challenges cited by
practitioners. We start by performing a topic model analysis and
follow with thematically coding the top talks related to contributors
leaving open-source. Our topic model provides an overview of what
practitioners talk about and how this dynamic has changed over
time, while our second application uses a qualitative approach to
analyze a sample from our corpus matching a list of keywords.
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Figure 2: Data collection and processing flowchart

Curating the Dataset. We begin by manually creating a list of
conferences and identifying their YouTube channels or playlists.
We then collect metadata for those conferences and determine if
they meet our constraints. Finally, we download all the recorded
talks on YouTube. We search for conferences by considering the
top 30 links on Google with the terms "open-source conference"
and "open-source conference call for proposals." All conference
names mentioned are noted. Useful links include calendars of free-
and-open source events and the open-source software conferences
Wikipedia page. 1 These calendars contain a list of open-source
conferences from recent years. Conferences differ in size and in
how systematically they upload talks (e.g., all talks, just keynotes,
or just some authors who decide to record and upload their own
talks). To assure the quality of our dataset, we filter the conferences
with the following constraints: The talks are in English to increase
the chances of an existing (or auto-generated) transcript; There are
at least two documented editions we could access through YouTube
to collect more relevant data; The conference was a notable size
and has had some impact on the community (where notable size
means it has at least 50 attendees, or ten speakers/talks).

We verify constraints by collecting metadata about each confer-
ence and its documented editions (after 2011). After filtering, we
arrive at a list of 87 conferences. We collect all talks from those
channels and parse through each conference’s YouTube channel us-
ing the Google Data API and PyTube library. This script downloads
information regarding all the conference talks for each conference
by parsing through all playlists on the YouTube channel. Often each
playlist is a different conference edition. We create a directory for
each conference with sub-directories for each conference edition.
Topic Model. We perform a topic model analysis on our dataset
to obtain conference themes beyond just major projects or confer-
ence names and a list of talks in each topic. We first pre-process
our corpus to filter out irrelevant text (e.g., filler words, uncom-
mon names). Our data provide an overview with both niche topics
(e.g., Workflow) and common, but not overused topics (e.g., Python
Applications, Privacy).We pre-process by running a term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf-idf), where we consider words with
a frequency under 0.002 to be irrelevant and remove them during
the topic model analysis. We input our data to a Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) Model with 27 topics. We tested a range of 7 to
40 topics and found that 27 topics had the best inter- and intra-
similarity rates. Each topic is represented by a distribution over
words [5, 16]. We use these words to name each topic and manually
consolidate these based on word and content title similarity.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_free-software_events

Analyzing a Disengagement Sample. We then look at a major
issue in open-source – disengagement. We define this as when a
contributor pauses contributions for over three months or leaves
their project. Practitioners share their experiences, challenges, and
recommended interventions at conferences. This highlights the
changes open-source communities need to be successful.

We generate a sample of these stories by filtering from our
dataset with keywords such as leave, abandon, and hostility. We
select these keywords based on past studies [6, 10, 22] and known
talks [1] on open-source disengagement. We sort the talks in de-
scending order of keyword occurrences. We manually skimmed
through the top 1500 transcripts and thematically coded 34 relevant
ones (with two duplicate speakers) by: 1. Recording quotes related
to disengagement 2. Having two researchers read over the quotes
to identify codes or themes 3. Combining this data with another
researcher investigating reasons for disengagement cited in blog
posts. 4. Generating a code book based on the new data 5. Having
two researchers read over each quote again and assign final codes.

3 RESULTS
Our topic model returned nine open-source software topics shown
in Figure 1. Most topics involve open-source in practice and have
not shifted. Ourmost significant finding is the growth of community
interactions (with more notable growth in 2017). This is a positive
trend in open-source as these talks provide support for community
members and address issues that affect community engagement.

Additionally, we found three major categories for disengage-
ment (each with 4-5 codes): volunteering-related (50%), cultural
(32%), and external (18%). The most common reasons among con-
ference speakers were lack of support (emotionally and financially,
with 10 cases citing lack of compensation) and community hostil-
ity. Each disengaged contributor’s contact information, reasons for
disengagement, and recommended interventions are documented
at http://disengagement-diaries.github.io. We found the most com-
mon interventions were to encourage and maintain a work-life
balance and to promote inclusive communities. These recommen-
dations support previous studies on the importance of community
engagement in open-source [7, 8] and the responsibility of com-
munity members to support their peers, especially contributors, to
prevent disengagement and continue sustaining open-source.

4 CONTRIBUTIONS
We curated a dataset of 24,669 conference talks showcasing open-
source practices and community dynamics and contributed to a
database documenting reasons practitioners left open-source and
their recommended interventions. We observed that conference top-
ics have remained relatively stagnant from 2011 to 2020, except for
community interactions increasing in 2017. This is a positive trend
supportingwhat frustrated contributors cited as their recommended
intervention to keep open-source sustainable: fostering supportive
communities. We recommend implementing practitioner recom-
mendations and further analyzing the dataset for trends in open-
source software with the aim to improve open-source community
dynamics and increase open-source sustainability.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by a grant from
the Sloan Foundation.
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